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Abstract. One of the useful results concerning E0L languages states that a language is an E0L 
language if and only if it is a cording of a 0L language. In this paper we retine this result by 
demor~strating that there exist E0L languages that are not codings of languages that are 
gen¢~'ated by propagating 0L systems with finite axiom sets. This solves Problem 10 from the L 
Systems Prcblem Book '75. 
1. Introduction 
One of the ::seful results about ]EOL languages ays that a language is an E0L 
language if ~.nd only if it is a codin, g of a 0L language (see 11 ]).-Fhe proof of this 
result from [~] (see also [6]) essentially requires that the "underlying" 0L system 
contains erasing rJroductions. As it "' ~,~ much easier to deal with the structure of 
derivatit~ns in 0I_ systems that do not use erasing, the open question for the last few 
years w~3: can one get every E0L language as a coding of a language generated by a 
propaga.qng OL system with finite axiom set? (See Problem 10 ia the "L Systems 
Problem Eook '75" from [4].) 
We ser, le this question in the negative. Our solution is effective in the sense tha: 
we provide a result characterizing a subclass of CFPOL languages ~hich allows ~:~:- 
to construct examples of E0L languages that are not CFPOL langaages. 
2. Pre~|rafinsHes 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of L systems theory ~see. 
e.g., [3] or [6])and with the basics of formal lar, guaze theory (sec. e.g.. [71~ 
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The (~asic type of L systems considered here are propagating 0L systems with 
finite ~xiom sets (abbreviated FPOL systems). For such a system we use the notation 
G =(£ ,  P, ~¢a:) where ~ is the alphabet of G, P its set! of productions and ~ its 
axiom set. Wew~ write a- ,pa for , ,a  ~is  in P".  Lt")(G)denotes the set of all 
words derivable in n steps in G. A letter a in £ is called (strictly) recursive in G if 
a- ,  +aa[~ for some a, /],~,Y* (such that aft ~ A). Unless clear otherwise we 
consider onl[¢ reduced FPOL systems, it is such FPOL systems G in which every 
letter of • occurs in a word of L(G). For a positive integer m., the m-slicing 
of ~:, is an FP0L system Gtm)=(,Ytm),Pt"),~l~ct")), where ~cm)=,y, pt,~)= 
{a -, a:  a -*[]a}, and .~a~t~")={x: x ~ [ . . j~l  LtO(G)}" It~ is obvious that L(t_7<"~) =
L(G). For a letter a, AccG(a) denotes the set of all letters accessible from a in G. 
If x is a word then Ix[ denotes the length of x, rain x denotes the set of letters tha~ 
occur in x, pref, x is the prefix of x of length n and suf. x denotes the suffix of x of 
length n. If ,Y is art alphabet then ~by.x denotes the word resulting from x by erasing 
from it all letters that are not in 2~. To avoid very cumbersome wordings we will oftetz 
talk about, "a  le.~',..:r in a word" when we really mean "an occurrence of a letter in a 
word", this, however, shouM not lead to a confusion. 
For a language K, Length(K) denotes the length set of K, Pref, K = 
{pref,, x" x ~K}, 5uf,, K = {suf, x: x ~K} and d~zK = {tkxx" x eK}. 
We will use N, N +, R, R + to denote the sets of nonnegative integers, positive 
integers, nonnegafive reals and positive reals respectively. For an ultimately 
periodic set Z we use thresZ to denote its smallest threshold, and for this 
threshold we use per Z to &'.note its smallest period. 
We end this section by proving a result that will be very useful in the sequel: 
Definition 2.1. Let G be an FPOL system and let K be a language. Then the 
existential spectrum of G wi~h respect to K, denoted as Espec(G, K), is defined by 
Espec(G,/C)= {n ~ N: (3W)L,,,~6)[W ~K]}. 
The following result is from [2]. 
Theorem 2.2. 1t' G is an EPOL system and K is a regular language, then 
Espec(G, K) is ultimately periodic. 
We introduce now a subclass of FPOL systems that is (mathematically) quite 
pleasant o deal with. 
Definition 2.3. Let G = (~, P, ~t~) be an FPOL system. %/¢ say that G is impatient 
if 
(1) Ola, b)xOlr, s)s+[b is accessible from a in r steps if and only if b is accessible 
from a in s steps], and 
(2) O/a)zO/a)~÷ [if a ::~+ c~ and ]c~[>~ 2 then (::!/3)~÷ [a =:>/3 and [/31>I 2]]. 
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Let us recall that a coding is a letter-to-letter homomorphism, and a coding of at, 
FPOL language is referred to as an CFPOL language. 
Lemma 2.4. A language K is a coding of an FPOL language ii and only if it is a 
coding of an FPOL language that can be generated by an impatient FPOL system. 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that if K is a coding ol an FP0,L !a,gvage then it is 
a coding of a language.generated by an impatient FPOL system. 
Thus let p be a coding and G = (Z, P, M~) be an FPOL system such that K = 
p(L(G)). Let for every a in ~, G,, =(.Z, P, a). From Theorem 2.2 it ~:ol~ows that for 
every b in ,Y, Espec(Ga, 27*{b}Z*) is ultimately periodic. Let ma,b be a f~×ed iateger 
larger than thres(Espec(G~,2:;*{b},Y*))and divisible by per(Espec(Ga, Z*{b}27*)). 
Finally let n = I-I,,.b~x ma./,. 
Now if we consider the system t~ resulting from the n-slicing of G then, clearly. 
it is impatient. I-l 
3. Some special classes of languages 
In this section we introduce several basic notions needed for our analysi~ of 
CFPG L languages. 
Definition 3.1. Let K be a language, K C_ 2 + 
(1) We say that K is left tight if 
(i) (Va, ~)~÷ [if fla ~K, then a~K] ,  and 
(ii) Olk)n+(:lnk)r~+(Val, 2, (3)x ÷ [if alf l  6 K, a2fl 6 K, all<~k and ll3l>~ nk, 
then ax =a2] 
(2) We say tbai. K is right tight if 
(iii) Ola..,~)2 ÷[if a[3 ~ K, then a~K] ,  and 
(iv) (Vt()N+(3nk)N+(VOtl, a2, B)x+ [if ~al ~K, [~012 E.Y(, lal[<~k and [2[~nk, 
tl|e?I O[ 1 = Or2]. 
Exampl ~ 3.2. Let: ,~,  ,~2 be two disjoint.alphabets, letp(2 be a coding from 27~ into 
~2 and let 021 be a coding from ~2 into ~.  Then K, = {p21(fl)" f i ' f l  c Z~_~, a~d 
K2 = {a • plx(tx):  a E ,,~-} are both left and right tight. 
Defini~o~ 3-. 3--. "...-e'~ K~ r,o._, a language over 27. 
(1 ~ X¢e say that K is #nitely prefixed if 
(3k )N÷Odn )N+(3Z l, . . . , Zk )~ ÷ 
[ ( Iz l l  = . . . .  Iz l- n) and {x ~ If" [~ > n and prefn(x i¢- {z~ . . . . .  'kil is fiI~itc]. 
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(2) We say that K is finitely' suffixed if 
(3k )s+Oln )s+Oz t, . . . , Zk )z + 
[ ( i z l l - "  • • = Izk l -  n) and 1;1~1 >n andsuf . (x )~ {z~, . . . ,  Zk}} is finite], 
Enmide 3.4. It ~s  proved in [5] that every DOLlanguage isboth finitely prefixed 
and finitely suffixed. 
Dellnltion 3.5. Let G = (,T, P, ~a~) be,an F0L system. We say that G is extreme ~,f 
(3a ~(; lb  ~a÷ [if Xo =~ x ~ =~. . . =~ xm with x0 ~ ,~a= is a derivation in G 
then either lxml(a or I , , , I / ,  
Dcllnltton 3,6. Let K be a language. We say that K is CFPOL-extreme if 
O/K1C_K) [if K~=p(L(G1))  where p is a coding and G~ is an FPOL 
system, then G~ is extreme]. 
It is rather difficult o provide examples of CFPOL-extreme languages, unless one 
i .  
has a result that binds together a "structural" property of a language with the 
"grammatical" property of being CFPOL-extreme. Such a result is provided now. 
"l~eorem 3.7. Let K be a language over ,Y such that 
(i) fVxl, x2, y)x*0/a)x [if xlax2 ~ K and y ~ a, then xlyx2 ~ K],  
and 
(ii) CCk ~÷(3nk)N÷Ofot, B, ~, 3')z* [if a13~/ ~ K, a~'f ~ K, 1131<~ k, !~l <~ k and !a~ i ~ 
m,, then 13 = ~]. 
Then K is CFPOL-extreme. 
Proof. Let us assume that K1C_K and that K1 =o(L (G) )  where p is a coding and 
(7 = (~ P, ~a~) is an FPOL system. We will show that G is extreme. 
(1) First of aH let us notice that we can assume that G is impatient. If we 
construct, as in the proof of Lemma 2.-f, an impatient FPOL system Gr equivalent to 
G and we find constants ao, ba from Definition 3.5, then it suffices to take 
constants ao = ad and b6 = bd/n (where G results from G by n-slicing) to show 
that G is extreme. 
(2) We shah divide letters ~n 2' into two categories. 
-Yl ={a ~; ' :  i :a  - .a  ;hen i41-  l}, 
P 
and 
2~2={a a2~':/fa ~c~, then Icily>2}. 
P 
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That 27 = 27~ w 272 is proved as follows. Let us assume, to the contrary, that there 
is a letter a in $ such that a ~ ~, b and a -* e a, where b ~ 2 and a ~ Jf ÷ with [a[ I> 2. 
Let z be a word in L(G)  of the form z = w~aw2 and !et us consider two one-step 
derivations from z: 
z --~ zx = ~xb~2 and z ~ z2  = ff, xaff,2 
which diffei only in the way *he given occurrence of a is rewritten. But then both 
p(z~) and p(z2)  are in K which contradicts assumption (i) from the statement of the 
theorem. 
(3) Let us now make a subdivision of letters in ~.  
and 
Six ={a e271: i]'a ~ b, then p(a )=p(b)} ,  
P 
,~x2 = {a ~1:  i ra  -~ b, then p(a  ) # p(b  ) and  b E,~l l}.  
P 
That 27, = 27a~ u 27x2 is proved as follows. Let a ~ ,~1 and let us consider b~ and b2 
such that a -* pbl  and a ~ pb2. Let z be a word from L(G)  of the form z = w~aw2 
and let us again consider two one step derivations from z" 
z=~z~=~xb~2 and z~zz=~b: :~2 
which differ only in the way that the given occurrence of a is rewritten. As p (z t) ~ K 
and p(z2)e K we c, onclude 
i f  a ~ b l  and a -~ bE, then o(b l )  = p(b2) '  ' "(*). 
P P 
Let us r~ow consider a production bl -~/3 from P. Since G is impatient and a ~_ 2~, 
[/3[=!. But G is impatient and so a=~a/3  thas, by (*), p( t3)=p(b~)  which 
comple~,:es the [,roof. 
(¢) t,., sat?ties the following property: 
i f  Wo =¢~ Wx =~" " • ~ wi ~ wi+l --~" • • ~ wj is a derivation in G 
and Iw, I = Iw,+ l, then Iwjl = [w,, 
This i[s proved as follows. I f  Iw, I = then w~ consists of letters from ,Y~ only. 
Since letters from ~1 derive letters from 2~ only, we have Iw, t = iw, i, 
(5) (;~ satisfies the following property: there exists a positive integer cons~a,~t n,,. 
such that 
i f  Wo ~ w~ ---~-~" • •-~ W~o ~ w~o.~ ~"  " "-~ w1 is a derivatior~ in G, 
and [W,,o[ < [W,,o-,-, ]  then ]wj! > [w~__j!. 
This is proved as follows. 
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Let @ be a setof  derivations in G constructed in the following way. One starlt:s 
with an ~om and ~es  on a derivation w0 =~ wl ~.  • • =~ w~ as long as: 
(i) either Iwtt = lw~-i], or 
0i) there exists a strict recursive symbol a in wf, for some f< i, such that iit 
~t r ibutes  to wi a word of the form aa~ with ~/3 # A. 
Cle~ly one of -'~""': the above two poso,otu,.es must occur because if a derivation does 
n~ contain the second situation then the length of every word in it is bounded by a 
constant dependent on G only. Let ~2 be the subset of ~ which c(msists of 
derivations which do stop by the second condition. Let no be the maximal length of 
a derivation in ~. 
We will demonstrate now that if one takes a derivation D:  Wo =:, wl ~," • • ==~ w~ 
from ~2 and then continues it further as a derivation /5:Wo=~..."->w~=> 
• - then Iw l> Iw + l. 
To prove this let us assume, to the contrary, that [wi[ = [wi+l]. The situation is the 
best visualized by Fig. 1. Note that wi ~ £~, wj+l ~-~1, and 0103 # A. Let [0~0203[ = 
k and let n~ be a positive integer constant satisfying condition (ii):from the 
statement of the theorem. ,We will construct now two derivation~ /~ ~Lnd L)2 
resulting from D in such a way that 
0) both Ot and/52 have the same initial piece which is simply a deriv.ation 
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!i~) v:~en in/3~ we iterate (nkt" 1)-times the piece from wr to w~ in such a way 
that in each iteration a contributts the same segment aafl but elements of 1' and 8 
. . . . . .  ';,,-'Iv and are rewritten in such a way as in/3, that is they "aim" at ~r~ ._.,~d ~2 ,, or,. . . . .  : 
if they reach ;:hem then they obviously do not change anymore as far as their coding 
through 0 is concerned (remember tha~ wi÷l m_~) ;  after the completion of this 
iteration we continue as in the piece from w~ to w¢+~ in/3. 
(iii) iL/3~ the situation is almost the same except hat we iterate (n~ + 2)-times 
the piece from wr to w,. 
Let us now look closer on the results of/3~ and/152. (In what follows for a word x, 
x t° denotes the result of rewriting of x by a single iteration step from the above 
description.) Let s = nk. First of all after the iteration is completed we get 
(iv) in/3~ the string of the form 
.v('~a ('). • .a " )aa#B"  "" "P-, %S ~'), 
and 
(v) in/~2 the string of the form 
,y(,+~)ao+~)...aO)aa/3B o). . .B(~+~)8(s +~) 
Then at~er completing the derivations we get the following strings in K. 
(vi) f rom/3i  
Z1 - -  I)(Trl)(O(O1)) s+ ll)(02)(P(O3))s+ 10(77"2 ), 
and 
(vii) f rom/% 
Z2 = p(Trl)(P(O1))s+io(ol )~O (02)p (03)(0 (03)) ~'+ I ¢' (77"2). 
But iO(,g2)l~<lc, '~p(Oa)O(O2)O(Os)l~k while, remember that 0~0~#.1, Ip(~:,.) 
"0 "'~'t'o'O ,..~+7 "1r " at  O) t t s)) Pt 2)l>nk which conttradicts condition (ii) from the ,itatemznt 
of the theore'a. 
Conseqr, ently Iwi+x[> Iwi[ and so (5) holds. 
Now ~o complete the proof we choose a o to be (the maximal ength of am: word 
appearing in any derivation in N)+ 1, and ba to be a suitable n:~mber smaller than 
1, for example, 1/(no+ 1). 
Ex~maplc 3,8. Let K be a language over V and let V~, i,'2 9e alphabets uch that 
V, V1, I'2 are mutually disjoint. Let P1 be a one-to-one codir;g from ~: to V~ and 2: 
be a cozing from V to V2. Then, by Theorem 3.7, lwo~(w)p~(w): ~'~ K} is (FP~ll, 
eltreme. 
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4. 
In this ~ctio11 we investigate the structure of an FPOL system that generates 
(throuO a cod_ing) a tanguage K ~ ~2~ where 2~i, 2~2 are disjoint alphabets. Our 
investigation ~ this ~on pro~ds  in such away that +tarring with:the very simp!e 
~u~f ion  about K (n~e ly  that K ~ ~v~'2"~) we will be adding more and more 
constraints on K at the same time observing their implication on the structure of an 
" " - ' - r l " - - "  u.u~ ymg FPOL system. 
To avoid re'vial considerations we will assume that K is an infinite language ~nd 
accordt~g to ~mma 2,4 we will res~;ct ourselves to impatient FPOL syster~ o~nly. 
K ¢:: ~v4"vg'4" Thus let 2:~, ,~'2 be two disjoint alphabets. Let - ~1 ~2 be a language such that 
K - p(L(O)) where p is a coding a~,d C+ = (~, P, Ma,) isan (impatient) FPOL systea.t 
4.1. l.~.-t --- be an equivalence r lation on +~ defined by: a -- b if and only 
if p(a) and p(b) are both in Xl or both in 2"2. Let a ~ 2' 
(i) a is ~lled early if p (a) ¢ 2;1. 
(2) a is called/ate if p(a)¢2"2, 
(3) a is called strong if 
(Vb )x [if b ¢ Acco(a ), then b ~ a ], 
(4) a is called weak ff 
(Vb)x [if b ~ Acco(a), then b~ a], 
(5) a is called: mixed if 
(~b, : ~ [b ~ AccG(a ), c ~ Acc6(a) and b ~ c ]. 
We will use the following notation to denote various ubsets of 2". 
Ea G---early letters in ,~, 
La G---la:te letters in ,~, 
S~ G---strong letters in 2", 
We G--weak letters in 2", 
lvfi G- -m~ed letters in £, 
Eas G--early and strong letters in ~, 
Eaw G--early and weak letters in 2", 
Earn G--early and mixed letters in ~, 
Las G--late and stxon~, letters it, 2;, 
Law G---late and weak letters in ~Y, 
Lain ~-- late and mixezi letters in £. 
~e  ~eave ~o t~e reader the obwous but tedious proof of the following result. This 
result although not always explicitly mentioned underlies most of the further 
c~nsiderations i  this section. 
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Lemma 4.2. L (G)= Z I  vo Z., ,o Z3 vo Z4 vo Zs, where 
Z ~ !-- (Eas G) + (Las G ) +, 
Z2~ (Eas G)+(Law G)'2(Las G) +, with 1 ~t2~12, 
7,3 = (Eas G) '  (Eaw G)'~(Las G) +, with 1 ~. t3 <~ 13, 
Z4~ (Eas G)+(Law G)"(Lam G)(Las G)*, wit.'~ O~ t4 <~ 14, and 
Zs  ~ (Eas G)*(Eam G)(Eaw G)'~(Las G) +, with 0 .<- t5 <- Is, 
where 0 < 12, 13 < IG, 0 ~ 14, Z5 < IG and l~ is a positive integer constant dependent on 
G only. 
Moreover the mucture of derivations between words from different components 
of L(G)  looks as in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
Defufiliea 4.3. Let y ~ L(G). 
(1) W~e say that (an occurrence of) a letter b in y is a last early ancestor (l.c "'~! if 
there is a derivation from y to a word x such that in this derivation b is an ancestor 
of the r!ghtmost occurrence of an early letter in x. 
(2) We say that (an occurrence of) a letter b in y is a first late ancestor (f.l.a) if 
there is a derivation from y to a word x such that in this derivation b is an anccsl~;a- 
of the leftmost occurrence of a late letter in x. 
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4.4. Let us assume that Oxa(K) is right tight and ¢b~(K) is left tight. Then 
(I) I f  y ¢Z~, then t~ie righ~nost early strong letter in y is a l.e.a, and the leftmost 
late strong letter in y is a f.!.a. 
(2) I f  y E Z2, then the rightmost late weak letter in y is a Le.a. and the le[tmost late 
strong, letter in y is a f.l.a. 
(3) I f  y ~ Z3, then the rightnwst early str~ng letter in y is a l.e.a, and the leftmost 
early weak letter in y is a f.l.a. 
(4 ) / f  y ¢i Z4, then the late mixed letter in y is both l.e.a, and f.l.a. 
(5) I f  y c Zs, then the early mixed letter in y is both l.e.a, and f.l.a. 
Petal, ' l~e obvious (based on Lemma 4.2) proofs of (1), (2) and (3) are left to the 
reader. 
(4) Let y ~Z4. Let a be the late mixed letter in y and let us assume that y 
contains also a letter b which is a l.e.a, or  f.l.a. 
~4.1) Let us assume that b occurs to the right of a. Then dearly it must be a f.i.a. 
Let us now consider a derivation D from y into z in which b contributes to z the 
leftmerst late letter in z. Then let us change D to /~ in  such a way that all letters 
from y except for a behave precisely as in D and a contributes now a late letter to 
the tast word (let's call it ~). But then ~(p(z ) )  is a suffix of 4,~(p('~)) which 
contradicts the assumption that ~z~(K) is left tight. 
(4.2) Analogously we got a contradiction if we assume that b occurs to the left 
of a. 
(5) This is proved anal agously to ~he proof of (4). I-! 
4.S. If a is an ear,Ty mixed recursive letter and a --> a is a recursive production 
in 1~ then ~ must contain ,ithe~, an early weak letter or a late strong letter. 
lPmmf. Let us assume to ~he contrary that the lemma is not true. Let us consider a 
der!.-ation D : y = ylay2 =~, z = zlaz~ from a word in Z5 where a is an early mixed 
reeursive letter. Clearly, because of our assumption, all letters in z2 are strong late 
and a production used to rewrite a in y is of the form a -,/3a (where/3 consists of 
early letters only). 
Now let us change D to/3 in such a way that y~ and Yz are rewritten exactly as in 
D but a introduces a late letter. Let the word obtained from y in/:3 be ~. Then 
~bz~p(z) isa su~x of ~b~p(zT)which ontradicts the fact that ~bz~(K)is left tight. 71 
Le~ma 4,6. I f  a is a late mixed tecursive letter and a --> a is a recursive production in 
P, then a must contain either late weak letter or early strong letter; 
Proof, Analogoas to the proof of Lem~a 4.5. D 
As a corollary from Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 we get the following result. 
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Lemma 4,7. I f  a is a mixed  recursive letter and a ~ a is a recursive production in P 
&en ]al I> 2. Moreo~er  / f  c~ = o~aa 2 then if" a is an early letter then la 2[ :~ 1 and i)'a is 
a iate letter then la ~l >I 1. 
Lennna 4.1t. Let  a be a mixed  recur~ive letter and let D'a- - -> y ~. . .  ~ y~ be a 
derivation in G such that in each step of  this derivation a is rewritten by a recursive 
production. Let  D"  a =~ ~i ~ ~2 ~"  • • =~ ~ be a derivation ~n G. Then ~p (y~) = 
Proof. (1) Let us assume that a is an early letter. Let for each k, nk be a constant 
from the third condition of the definition of a left tight language. Now let T, T be 
two derivations from a word z in Z5 constructed as follows. Both of them are 
identical on the first nly, isteps and in each o:F these steps a is rewritten by a recursive 
production. Then T continues further for s steps with the condition that a is 
rewritten as in D and T continues further for s steps rewriting all letters precisely 
as in T w~,th the exception that a is rewritten precisely as in ES. 
Hence T looks as follows 
_( l )__(r )  (t) az t r )  z = z ~l)az ~') ~ z 2 u,: 2 : :~" " " : :~ Z nl%l ntv~ I
_(1) (r) 
m. 
and 7' looks as follows 
---=> Z (t) Z ¢'~ 
n lvx l+ 1 Y i nlv~l + I 
2.(/) a- ( r~ 
(I) - (r) _(I) (r) ~"  ' " ~ Zn:,, ,+,y~Zn, +s- Z nlysl+ 1 Y l  Z nlv~l+ 1 , . ,  
But bv Lemma 4.7 [z (') I~>n~. On the nther hand . , nlysl - - 
q).~,~f ( z  (t) • Z (r) 
n%l+sYs  my~l-~s) 
and 
&~p(z  o) - (,1 
n% I+sYsZ nly s I+s ) 
differ at most on their prefix parts which are &:c2p(Y~) and cbs:p(9~) respectively. 
Sirce 4~:~(K) is left tight, we conclude that 
(ys) = 4,z p (;s). 
(2) If we assume that a is a late letter then we c m prove the lemma an~,l~- 
gously. E] 
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4.9. Let a be an earl>" mixed recursive letter and let D 'a  :~} y~ =~ y~ ==~ 
• . .  =~ y, be a derivation from a in G. Then there exists a sequence of ~onempty words 
a~ 1, • • • ,  ~ such  that  
~r, ,~(y~)  = a~,  
~1~$2~ (y2) --'~ Of lOf2, 
~O(y , )  = a la2 , . . . ,  a,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 w~ can assume that D is such that in each step of D a is 
rewt i~n ,~y the same rec'xsive production. Hence D looks as follows 
a =~ yla~l --~ yza~l/$2 =~ ' '  "-~ y,a/~l/32'' "B, where a ~ yla/~l is a production in 
p , /~  :e~ ~2, • ,, •, ~,-~ =~ ~,, and by Lemma 4.7/3~, . . . ,  ~, are nonempty. 
From this the lemma follows. !"3 
Analogotudy we prove the following. 
laemma 41.10. Let a be a late mixed recursive letter and let D " a =~ yl ~---~" •"-~ y, be a 
derivation from a in G. Then therc exists a sequence of nonempty words a 1,.o. ,  a, 
such that 
4,x,p(y,) = al, 
4 '~,p(y2)  = a2a  l,  
,~ ,p  (y , )  = a , ' - "  a 2a 1. 
4.11, Let us assume that K satisfies ahro the following two conditions 
(1) 4~x~(K) is CFPOL extreme and infinite, and 
(2) &. ~(K)  is not finitely prefixed. 
Then ~u~)~,~:~(3 u2)~c~(u ~,'~, K). 
Proof. Let us consider the set of all derivations in G starting with an axiom and 
continuing until the obtained word either contains a mixed recursive letter or it 
consists of strong letters only. Clearly such derivefions cannot be longer than m + 1 
steps where m is the number of mixed letters in 2:. Hence the set of last words in 
these derivations forms a finite set, say W. We can partition W as follows: W = 
W~ w W2 u W3 where W1 __. Z1, W2 c_ Z4 arad W3 c_ Zs. If a word in 1.(G) can be 
derived from W, then we eel', it a W~-,vord. 
Now the proof of the lemm;t goes through two claims. 
Claim I. f3ko)~COfz)6~/K) /f lzl>ko, then Tz={te&r~(K):(3x)L(o)[(x is a 
W~-word or x is a W2-word) and (zt = p(x))]} is finite. 
E0L languages are not codings of FPOL languages 33~ 
Proof o]' C la im 1: Let U1 = {d~p(x):  x is a Wl-word}. 
Clearly U~ is a CFPOL language. To see this take H =(Eas  G, R, Early W~) 
where Early W~ {y ~ (Eas TM + = G) : (=iY)tL~r(Y)7 ~ Wl)}, and R = {a ~ a" a -~ ea  
and  a ~ Eas G}. 
The correctness of the definition of R is insured by the fact that an early strong 
letter in G derives only early strong letters. It is also clear that d~,p(L(H))  = U~. 
Since U1 c_ ¢kx,(K) and d~,(K)  is CFPOL-extreme, H must be extreme. Let then 
a and b be constants atisfying Definition 3.6. Let k0 = a. Then if a word y is longer 
than a and it is derived in H in m steps then ly i>b,  m hence m<[y /b .  
Consequently  occurs as the final word only in derivations horter than ]yl/b. From 
the construction of H it follows then that Cqz),~,(K) i f  Iz l>k, , ,  then T~'= 
{t ~ d~(K) :  (:lx)z*[x is a Wl-,~,ord and zt = p(x)]} is finite. 
Let U2 = {d~r,p(x): x is a Wz, word}. 
Let  us consider an arbitrary derivation D'u~ --~,,. • • => u~ in G such that u~ ~ W~. 
By Lemma 4.10 the sequence !d~r,p(Ul)[, ]d~2,p(u2),.. . ,  I ~,p(u~)l is strictly grow- 
ing and so if z is c, ne of the d~p(u i ) ,  1 <~ i ~ s, then T~ ) = {t ~ ~br~(K): (=ix)~ ix is a 
Wz-word and zt = p(x)]} is finite. Hence if we set ko to be the maximal ength of a 
word in W and Izl> ko then T~ ) is finite. 
But for evex'y z in d~z,(K), T, = T~ ~ w T~ z) and so Claim 1 holds. 
Cla im 2. g = {y ~ d}r:(K): -~ (=ix)y+ [x is a W3-word and d~z~o(x) = y ]} is infinite. 
Proof  o f  Cla im 2: Let  a l , . . . ,  ak be the set of all early mixed recursive letters 
(i). occurring in words of W3. Let for each ai, a~' ) ' "a j  . .  be the (infinite) siring 
resulting from the catenation of words a 0) to 1 . . . .  , a j  . . . .  which satisfy the statement 
of Lemma 7.9. Let the set of all these catenated words be X. 
Since d~x~(K) is not finitely prefixed, there exists a positive integer n such that 
{y ~4}~(XY): ty l>n and pref , (y)~.Pref , (X)} is infinite. Consequently, by Lemma 
4.9, Y is infinite, and so Claim 2 holds. 
Now let ko be a constant from the statement of Claim 1 and let u~ be an arbitrary 
word from ,~b~,(K)such that ]u~]> k0. (Since 4~r,(K);_s infinite such a word exists.) 
For this given u~ let us choose u2 to be such an element of the set Y (from the 
statement of Claim 2) which dc~ not belong to the set T~, (frem the statement of 
Claim 1). 
Since b.12E Y, there do not exist a W3-word x ~:ch tha! u~u2 = p.(x) and because of 
our choice of u2 for the given u~ there Cv :~ot exist a word 3' which is either a 
Wx-worC, or a W2-word such that u~u2 = p(x ). 
Consequently u~u2~ K and the theorem holds. 
~, The ~ain resait 
Now we can easily prove the main res~ult of this paper. 
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Theorem 5~!. L(EOL)/L(CFPOL) # 0. 
hoof .  Let ~ .  ,~2 be two disjoim aiphabees. Let K~ c: ,~" be an E0L language such 
that K t  is infinite, f ight tight and a CFPOL extreme. Let K2 ~+ be an  E0L 
Suchthat K~ :is left tight and not finitely prefixed.Then 
(i) since LOEOL):~is c l~  W.r:t. catenation (see, e.g., [3]); K~./(2 ¢ L(EOL). 
01) from Lemma 4.11 it follows that K : -  K2~ L(CFPOL). 
Example &2. Let M be an infinite D0L language over an alphabet ,$. Let ,~ and ~. 
be two new alphabets uch that ~, .~, Y. are pairwise disjoint and let p~ be a 
on~-to-one coding from .Y into .~ and p2 be a one-to-one coding from .~ into ~. 
Let K1 = {w" pl(w) • p2(pl(w)): w ~ M}. 
Clearly K~ is i~afinite, right t;ght and (by Theorem 3.7) also CFPOL extreme. It is 
also obvious th~,t K~ is an E0L language. Let G =(V, P, a) be an 0L system such 
that V={e,b,b,  c,~}, Vra( .Yu. fu~;)=¢~ and P={a -* baff, a --> ca~, b -, b, ff -~ 
~,C "* C, e ~ e}. Let  K2 = " ""'L[G); K2 is not finitely prefixed. 
Then, by Lemma4.11. KI .  K2 is not in L(CFPOL) while obviously K I '  K2 is an 
EOL language. 
Let us notice ,:hat both K1 and K2 from Example 5.2 are CFPOL languages, and 
so as a corollary from Lemma 4.11 we also get the following result. 
Tlteocem 5.3. L(CFPOL)/s n~t closed with respect to catenation. 
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